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ABSTRACT
Recommending changes to programmers by exploiting their
repetition tendencies during system evolution has been investigated by a number of studies. In our research we perform a change type (additions, deletions, and modifications)
based analysis of the efficiency of change recommendation.
We also investigate the programmer sensitivity of the repeated changes (i.e., the extent the same changes are repeated by the same programmers) of different change types.
The existing studies did not perform such investigations.
However, these investigations can be important for efficient
ranking (i.e., prioritizing) and filtering of recommendations.
According to our investigation on thousands of commits of
five diverse subject systems we observe that modifications
have a very low tendency (around 1.3%) of being repeated.
We should primarily focus on recommending additions, and
deletions. More importantly, overall 71% of the repeated
changes are programmer sensitive. We believe that a change
recommendation system that prioritizes recommendations
considering programmer sensitivity can help programmers
reuse previous changes in a time-efficient manner.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Software systems will undergo changes during evolution.
However, making changes to a software system is often challenging [24,25]. First, manual implementation of the changes
is often time consuming. Second, program comprehension
may take additional time for even experienced programmers
for a reasonably large system before making the changes.
Third, a complete understanding of the change requirements
is required for making the changes, and fourth, any inaccurate changes might have severe negative impacts on the
maintenance and evolution of a software system. In such a
situation, it would be beneficial if we could automatically
provide change suggestions to a programmer when she is going to make some changes to a code snippet.
A number of studies [32, 37] have investigated the possibility of change recommendations on the basis of the past
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evolution history of a software system. The main idea behind these existing approaches is simple. Let us assume
that a programmer is currently working on a code snippet
CScurrent . She wants to make some changes to it. However,
it is possible that a similar code snippet CSprevious was previously modified in the same way she is now thinking, and in
this case, the change that occurred to CSprevious can be recommended to the programmer for making a similar change
to the target code snippet CScurrent .
Although the existing change recommendation techniques
[32, 37] are good at providing useful recommendations during software development and maintenance, we conduct the
following two investigations in order to improve the recommendation efficiencies of the existing techniques. None of
the existing studies on change recommendation performed
such investigations.
(1) Investigating the efficiency of change recommendation considering different change types. An
investigation on the comparative efficiency of recommending different types of changes (i.e., additions, deletions, and
modifications) is important. If it is observed that the recommendation efficiency regarding a particular change type
is very low or negligible compared to the other change types,
then we might decide to filter out the recommendations of
that particular change type. Such discarding of recommendations can reduce the number of false positives, and thus,
can minimize the cognitive burden of the programmers in
selecting the most suitable one from too many recommendations. However, the previous studies did not focus on such
an investigation. Nguyen et al. [32] investigated repetition
tendencies of changes in different program constructs (such
as If, For, While). They did not investigate the three change
types: additions, deletions, and modifications. Thus, from
their investigation we cannot infer the comparative efficiencies in recommending these three types of changes.
(2) Investigating programmer sensitivity of the repeated changes of different change types. If most of
the repeated changes are programmer sensitive (i.e., if the
same repeated changes are generally made by the same programmers), then we can exploit this fact in order to rank the
recommendations for changing a target code fragment. If a
particular programmer is going to change a particular target code snippet, then we can prioritize change suggestions
inferred from those previous changes where that particular
programmer changed similar code snippets (i.e., similar to
the target snippet). Such prioritizations can also minimize
the cognitive burden of the programmers in understanding
and selecting the most suitable change suggestion from the
whole list of suggestions. However, the existing studies did

not investigate this matter.
Focusing on the above two issues we perform a change
type (additions, deletions, and modifications) based analysis on the recommendation efficiency and programmer sensitiveness of change recommendations. First, we implement a
light-weight change suggestion mechanism that provides suggestions by analyzing the past evolution history of a software
system. We implement our mechanism using UNIX diff and
considering the exact similarity of code fragments. Then, we
apply our implementation on thousands of commits of five
diverse subject systems for performing our investigations.
We answer the following two research questions from our
investigations.
• RQ 1: Which type(s) of changes can be suggested
more effectively compared to others?
• RQ 2: Are the repeated changes generally programmer sensitive?
According to our experimental results we can state that:
(1) Modifications have an almost negligible tendency
(1.3%) of being repeated. We can possibly exclude modifications from consideration while providing change recommendations. We should primarily focus on recommending additions and deletions.
(2) We find that around 71% of the repeated changes
are programmer sensitive. In other words, the same repeated changes are usually made by the same programmers during evolution. Thus, while ranking change suggestions for a particular programmer, we should prioritize those suggestions that are inferred from the previous
changes made by that particular programmer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
elaborates on the procedure that we follow for providing automatic change suggestions, Section 3 discusses the experimental steps, Section 4 answers the research questions by
presenting and analyzing the experimental results, Section 5
discusses the related work, Section 6 mentions the possible
threats to validity, and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper
by mentioning possible future work.

2.

CHANGE SUGGESTION MECHANISM

For the purpose of our empirical study we implement a
light-weight change suggestion mechanism using UNIX diff
and considering the exact similarity of the code fragments.
A number of change suggestion techniques [32, 37] already
exist. These techniques are based on the syntactic similarity
of code fragments. As a result, the suggestions they provide are sometimes templates (i.e., suggestions with dummy
variable names and literal values) and cannot be readily applied to the target code fragment [37]. Sometimes automatic
program generation tools [13, 19, 22, 23] can help us adapt a
suggested template to the relevant change context. However, an accurate adaptation can often require interactions
from the programmers. We wanted to avoid template suggestions in our study in order to find the precise answers to
our research questions. For this reason we implemented our
change suggestion technique considering exact similarity of
code fragments. The suggestions that we provide can always
be readily applied to the target fragment. In the following
subsections we describe our change suggestion mechanism.

2.1

Change Detection

We detect the changes using the UNIX diff command. A
number of change detection tools [3, 18] are currently available. However, we use diff in our experiment because it
is light-weight. Let us assume that a number of files were
changed in a particular commit operation. We consider a
particular file F from these changed files. We obtain two
instances, Fbefore and Fafter of the file F where Fbefore is the
file in the revision before the commit operation and Fafter
is the file in the revision created after the commit. We determine the diff of these two files. We get three types of
changes from diff output. These are: addition, deletion, and
modification. We provide a simple example in Fig. 1 for
demonstrating these change types.
Fig. 1 shows two files, File 1 and File 2, and the output
after applying diff on these two files. We show the line numbers for the lines in the files File 1 and File 2. These line
numbers help us understand the diff output. From the diff
output we realize that there are three types of changes: addition, deletion, and modification. diff indicates these changetypes by ‘a’ (for addition), ‘d’ (for deletion), and ‘c’ (for
modification) respectively. We should note that the letter
‘c’ in the first line ‘3,4c3,4’ of diff output indicates change
or modification of existing lines. In the rest of the paper we
will use the term modification for this.
We now analyze the diff output. The first line ‘3,4c3,4’
in the output indicates that the lines 3 and 4 of File 1 were
modified. The corresponding lines in File 2 after the modification are also 3 and 4. The lines before and after the
modification are shown afterwards. The line ‘6,7d5’ indicates that the lines 6 and 7 in File 1 were deleted, and this
deletion happened just after the 5th line in File 2. The
deleted lines are also shown in the diff output. The line
‘9a8,9’ indicates that two lines were added after line 9 in
File 1. These two lines correspond to lines 8 and 9 in File
2. Finally, line ‘10a11’ indicates that a new line was added
after line 10 in File 1. This newly added line corresponds to
line 11 in File 2.

2.2

Change Suggestion

Let us assume that a particular programmer wants to
make some changes to the code-base of a particular software
system. She at first identifies the place where to implement
the change and finally, clicks a line L from where she wants
to begin the change. She can do the following three types of
changes as defined in Section 2.1.
(1) Addition of one or more lines after L.
(2) Deletion of one or more consecutive lines beginning
with the particular line L.
(3) Modification or changing of a code snippet consisting
of one or more consecutive lines beginning with L.
In such a situation, we provide a list of change suggestions to the programmer so that she can choose a particular suggestion and can apply the corresponding change. As
there are three types of changes, we also provide three types
of change suggestions to the programmer. In the following
subsections we describe the mechanisms that we follow for
providing change suggestions.

2.2.1

Suggesting Addition.

We have already mentioned that the programmer clicks
the line L she wants to start changing from. In this subsection we discuss how we provide automatic suggestions for

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

A
B
this
this
C
this
this
D
E
F
G
H

line will be modified 1
line will be modified 2
line will be deleted 1
line will be deleted 2

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

A
B
this line is modified 1
this line is modified 2
C
D
E
a new line is added 1
a new line is added 2
F
a new line is added 3
G
H

(a) File 1

3,4c3,4
< this line will be modified 1
< this line will be modified 2
—
> this line is modified 1
> this line is modified 2
6,7d5
< this line will be deleted 1
< this line will be deleted 2
9a8,9
> a new line is added 1
> a new line is added 2
10a11
> a new line is added 3
(c) diff between File 1 and File 2

(b) File 2

Figure 1: An example of diff output showing the three types of change: addition, deletion, and modification.

making additions after line L. We first assume that we have
a database containing all the additions made during the past
evolution of the software system. Each occurrence of addition is stored with the following information: (1) the line
after which the addition was made, and (2) the lines that
were added. We get these from the diff output as described
in Section 2.1. We automatically examine each of the additions recorded in the database and identify those ones where
the line after which the addition was made is similar (similarity is defined later in this section) to L. These identified
occurrences of addition are the suggested additions for the
programmer.

2.2.2

Suggesting Modification.

In this section, we discuss our mechanism for suggesting
modifications for line L (i.e., the line from which the programmer wants to start changing) or for a set of consecutive
lines starting from line L.
We assume that we have a database of all the modifications
that occurred during the past evolution of the system. A particular occurrence of a modification stored in the database
contains the following two pieces of information.
(1) The prior code snippet. This is the code snippet
(i.e., a code block containing one or more consecutive lines)
prior to the occurrence of the modification.
(2) The posterior code snippet. This is the code snippet that was obtained after the occurrence of the modification to the prior code snippet.
We obtain this information from the diff output as discussed in Section 2.1. We now automatically examine the
modifications stored in the database and identify each modification occurrence where the prior code snippet is similar
to a code snippet of the same length beginning from line L
in the code-base the programmer is now working on. We
consider these identified modifications as suggestions for the
programmer.

2.2.3

Suggesting Deletion.

Lastly, we discuss our mechanism for suggesting deletion
of the line L or of a set of consecutive lines starting from
L. As before we again assume that we have a database containing all the occurrences of deletions from the evolution
history. Each occurrence of deletion stored in the database

contains a code snippet (i.e., one or more than one consecutive lines) that was deleted. We examine the deletions
stored in the database and select each deletion occurrence
where the deleted code snippet is similar to a code snippet
of the same length starting from the line L that the programmer clicked. These selected occurrences of deletion are
considered the suggested deletions for the programmer.

2.2.4

Storing the changes that occurred during the
past evolution of the software system.

We examine each of the commit operations that occurred
to the code-base of the software system. Let us consider a
particular commit C. While examining the commit operation C we determine which source code files were modified in
this commit. For each of these files we collect two snap-shots:
(1) the snapshot of the file in the revision on which the commit C was applied, and (2) the snap-shot of the file in the
revision that was created after the application of the commit
operation C. We apply diff on these two snap-shots. From
the diff output we identify all the changes (additions, deletions, or modifications) that occurred to the file in commit
C. In this way we identify all the changes that occurred to
all the files modified in commit C. We store these changes
in the database as mentioned in Section 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and
2.2.3. Each occurrence of a change is stored in the database
along with the commit-ID. We do this for the purpose of our
empirical study.

2.2.5

Detection of Similarity between Code Snippets.

We have mentioned that we detect similarity between code
snippets. For this purpose we use an adapted version of
NiCad [6, 40] technology where we can detect the similarity
of two given code snippets of any granularity (i.e., block or
method). Let us assume that we have two code snippets, s1
and s2 . We consider that these two code snippets are similar
if NiCad detects them as exact clones of each other. We use
NiCad in our study, because NiCad is capable of detecting
clones with high precision and recall [38–40].

3.

EXPERIMENTAL STEPS

We perform our investigation on the five subject systems
listed in Table 1. We see that the starting revisions for jEdit

Table 1: Subject Systems
Sys.

Lang.

Camellia

Domains

LLR

C

SRev ERev

Image Processing
88,033
1
Library
Java
Text Editor
191,804 3791
jEdit
Freecol
Java
Game
91,626 1000
Carol
Java
Game
25,091
1
Jabref
Java
Reference Manage45,515
1
ment
SRev = Starting Revision
ERev = End Revision
LLR = LOC in the Last Revision

170
4000
1950
1700
1545

and Freecol are respectively 3791 and 1000. The reason behind this is that the SVN repository location from which
we obtained the code-base did not contain the code for the
missing revisions. This might happen as a result of changing
the directory structure just after the revisions 3790, and 999
in case of jEdit and Freecol respectively. We perform the
following preliminary steps for each of the systems:
(1) Download each revision (as noted in Table 1) of the
systems from the on-line SVN repository [35],
(2) Preprocessing of the source code files in each revision
by removing comments, blank lines, and indentations,
(3) Detect changes (additions, deletions, and modifications) between the corresponding preprocessed source code
files of every two consecutive revisions by applying UNIX
diff,
(4) Store the changes in the database with the respective
commit-IDs. We store each of the three types (additions,
deletions, and modifications) of changes in the database.
The details of which pieces of information are stored for each
type of change is described in Section 2.
(5) Determine which developer made which changes over
the evolution by using the SVN log command. This command not only retrieves the log message for each commit
operation but also shows which developer was responsible
for which commit. We retrieve this information for answering RQ 2.
We perform preprocessing of the source code files because
we wanted to investigate change recommendations for the
source code lines only (i.e., not for the comments). After
applying the above experimental steps on the subject systems we get the experimental results. We then analyze these
experimental results for answering the research questions.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we answer the two research questions mentioned in the introduction by presenting and analyzing our
experimental results. Before answering research questions,
it is important to analyze and report the accuracy of our
implemented change suggestion mechanism. In the following paragraphs we describe the procedure of evaluating our
change suggestion mechanism.

Evaluating our Change Suggestion Mechanism
Our evaluation procedure is a variation of the n-fold crossvalidation technique in which we sequentially examine the
commit operations starting from the very first revision mentioned in Table 1. While examining a particular commit operation C, we determine whether we can suggest the changes
that occurred in this commit (i.e., C) by analyzing the changes

that occurred in the previous commit operations (i.e., the
commits from 1 to C − 1).
Let us consider that we are currently examining the commit operation C. A change ccurrent occurred to a particular
code snippet scurrent in this commit. If we can suggest this
change (i.e., ccurrent ) for this code snippet (i.e., scurrent ) by
analyzing the previous commits, 1 to C − 1, then we can
say that we can provide accurate change suggestions using
our approach. Thus, in this context our goal is to determine whether and to what extent we can suggest the change
ccurrent for the code snippet scurrent by analyzing the previous evolution history. The following three cases can happen
in such a situation.
Case 1. We can provide change suggestions that
include the accurate change (ccurrent ). We automatically
mine the evolution history consisting of the commits 1 to
C − 1 and find that one or more similar (similarity is defined
in Section 2.2.5) code snippets were previously changed. We
extract these previous changes and provide these as suggestions for changing the current code snippet scurrent . The
suggestions include the particular change ccurrent . Thus, in
this case the change suggestions that we provide contain the
accurate change to be implemented. We can easily understand that an accurate change suggestion is possible only in
the case that there are repeated changes.
Case 2. We can provide change suggestions, however these suggestions do not include the accurate
change (ccurrent ). We mine the evolution history and find
that one or more similar code snippets were previously changed.
We provide these changes as suggestions for changing the
current code snippet scurrent . However, the suggestions do
not include the particular change ccurrent . Thus, in this case
we cannot provide an accurate change suggestion.
Case 3. We cannot provide any change suggestion.
In this case we find that no similar code snippets were previously changed. Thus, we cannot provide any suggestions
for changing the particular code snippet scurrent .
For the first and second cases above, we need to check
whether a change appearing in the suggested list is similar to
the particular change ccurrent that occurred to the code snippet scurrent in commit C. We check the similarity between
two changes, ccurrent and cprevious (occurred in a previous
commit Cprevious where Cprevious < C), in the following way.
(1) Let us consider that each of ccurrent and cprevious is an
addition. These two changes are similar if the following two
conditions hold: (i) the two lines after which the additions
were made in the two cases are similar, and also, (ii) the two
code snippets (containing one or more lines) added in these
two cases are similar. We detect exact textual similarity
following the procedure described in Section 2.2.5.
(2) Let us consider that ccurrent and cprevious are deletions.
These two changes are similar if the two code snippets that
were deleted in the two cases are similar.
(3) Let us consider that ccurrent and cprevious are modifications. These two changes are similar if the following two
conditions hold: (i) the two code snippets that were modified in the two cases are similar, and also, (ii) the two code
snippets obtained after the modifications in the two cases
are similar.
We automatically examine each of the changes that occurred in a particular commit C and determine whether
we can accurately suggest these changes by analyzing the
changes that occurred in the previous commits 1 to C − 1.

Table 2: Statistics Regarding Change Suggestion During the
Evolution of our Subject Systems

Percentage of cases where we can provide change suggestions
30

Camellia jEdit Freecol Carol
Jabref
TC
3115
6235
16308
8241
14901
TS
445
1187
4969
1573
2630
RC
65
200
753
370
375
TC = Total number of changes during system evolution.
TS = Total number of cases where we can provide
one or more change suggestions.
RC = Total number of repeated changes during evolution.
This is the total number of cases where our suggestions
contain the actual change to be implemented.

By examining all the changes that occurred in all the commit operations during the evolution of a software system we
determine the followings and record these in Table 2.
(1) TC (in Table 2) is the total number of changes that
occurred during these commits. This number is the total
number of occurrences of Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 (described earlier in this subsection) during evolution.
(2) TS is the total number of cases for each of which
we could provide one or more change suggestions (whether
accurate or not). This number is the number of occurrences
of Case 1 and Case 2 during evolution.
(3) RC is the total number of cases for each of which we
could provide an accurate change suggestion. This number
is the number of occurrences of Case 1 during evolution.
An accurate change suggestion is possible only in the case
of change repetition. Thus, the total number of accurate
change suggestions is the total number of repeated changes
during evolution. We define a repeated change in the following way.
Repeated Change. If a particular change c occurred in
a particular commit operation C is similar to one or more
changes that occurred in the past commits 1 to C − 1, then
we say that the change c in commit C is a repeated change.
We have already described the similarity of two changes.
We also determine the following three percentages considering the values recorded in Table 2.
(1)The percentage of cases where we can provide
one or more change suggestions. This percentage (i.e.,
TS × 100 / TC from Table 2) is shown in Fig. 2. We see that
for each of the subject systems we can provide change suggestions for a considerable percentage of cases. The overall
value (i.e., considering all subject systems) of this percentage is 22.14%. In the case of our subject system Freecol, this
percentage (i.e., around 30.47%) is the highest.
(2)The percentage of cases where the suggestions
that we provide contain the actual change (i.e., the
accurate suggestion) to be implemented. This percentage (i.e., RC × 100 / TS) is shown in Fig. 3 and it indicates
how often the change suggestions that we provide can contain the actual change to be implemented. In other words,
this percentage determines the precision of our approach in
providing change suggestions. According to Fig. 3, the overall probability (in percentage) that the change suggestions
that we provide will contain the accurate change to be implemented is around 16%. This probability is the highest (23%)
for Carol. In Nguyen et al.’s [32] study this percentage was
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0
Camellia

jEdit

Freecol

Carol

Jabref

Overall

Figure 2: Percentage of cases where we can provide one or
more change suggestions.

The probability that the change suggestions that we
provide will contain the actual change to be implemented.
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0
Camellia

jEdit

Freecol

Carol

Jabref

Overall

Figure 3: The probability (in percentage) that the change
suggestions that we provide will contain the actual change
to be implemented.
around 30% which is larger than our overall percentage. The
reason is that they considered syntactic similarity in their
approach. They report their accuracy in suggesting change
templates (i.e., suggestions with dummy variable names and
literal values) rather than suggesting the actual change to be
implemented [32,37]. However, in our research we wanted to
exclude the template suggestions in order to find precise answers to our research questions. Thus, we limited ourselves
to exact similarity, and find the accuracy of our mechanism
in suggesting the actual change to be implemented.
(3)The percentage of repeated changes during the
whole period of evolution. This percentage (i.e., RC ×
100 / TC) is shown in Fig. 4. The figure implies that the
percentage of repeated changes is considerable although very
low for some subject systems (such as Camellia). Such a
finding complies with the findings from the previous studies
[32,37]. This percentage is around 5% for our subject system
Freecol. The overall value of this percentage is 3.62%.
From our above discussion and analysis regarding the
evaluation of our implemented change suggestion mechanism we can state that our implemented mechanism
can provide actual change suggestions (the change suggestions that can be readily applied to the target code
snippets) with a precision of up to 23% which is reasonable with respect to our considerations and to the

Percentage of Repeated Changes During the Whole Period of Evolution

Percentage of Repeated Additions during the whole period of evolution
Percentage of Repeated Deletions during the whole period of evolution
Percentage of Repeated Modifications during the whole
evolution period

4
10
2

8
6

0

4
Camellia

jEdit

Freecol

Carol

Jabref

Overall
2

Figure 4: The Percentage of Repeated Changes During the
Whole Period of Evolution.

0
Camellia

results reported by the previous studies.
We will now answer the two research questions (i.e., mentioned in the introduction) through experiments performed
using our implemented change suggestion mechanism.

RQ 1: Which type of changes can be suggested
more effectively compared to the others?
If the changes of a particular type (additions, deletions, or
modifications) are repeated more frequently than the changes
of the other change-types, then we can say that the changes
of that particular type can be suggested more effectively
compared to the other change-types. Thus, for answering
this research question (i.e., RQ 1 ) we compare the likeliness
of the repetition of the changes of different change-types.
Nguyen et al. [32] compared change repetitions in different
language constructs. However, we compare change repetition considering the three change types: addition, modification, and deletion. Such an investigation is important,
because the findings from this investigation can provide us
with helpful insights for developing a change suggestion plugin. If it is observed that the likeliness of the repetitions of
the changes of a particular change-type is very low or negligible, then we can exclude the changes of that particular
type from consideration while developing the plug-in. Such
an exclusion can assist in faster execution of the plug-in.
Methodology. Using our implemented change suggestion tool we examine the changes that occurred to each of
the commit operations sequentially starting from the very
first one. While examining the changes in a particular commit operation C, we determine which of these changes we can
accurately suggest by analyzing the previous commits (1 to
C − 1). A change ccurrent in the current commit C can only
be accurately suggested if it occurred in at least one of the
previous commits, that is, if ccurrent is a repeated change.
We determine which of the changes occurring in commit C
are repeated changes. We separate these repeated changes
into three disjoint sets:
• The set of repeated additions,
• The set of repeated deletions, and
• The set of repeated modifications

jEdit

Freecol

Carol

Jabref

Overall

Figure 5: Comparison of the tendency of repetition of different types of changes.
In this way we examine each of the commit operations occurred during the evolution of a subject system and identify
the repeated addition, deletions, as well as modifications.
We determine the likeliness of the repetition of additions in
the following way.
P
100 × f or
P
LRA =

all commits

f or all commits

|SRA|

|SA|

(1)

Here, LRA is the likeliness of the repetition of additions
during the evolution of a particular subject system. SA is
the set of all additions in a particular commit operation, and
SRA is the set of all repeated additions in that commit operation. In the same way we also determine the likeliness
of the repetition of deletions and modifications. From the
equation we see that we determine the likeliness as a percentage. We plot three percentages (i.e., corresponding to
the three change types) for each of the subject systems in
the graph of Fig. 5.
From the graph (Fig. 5) we understand that modifications
have the lowest tendency of being repeated among the three
change types. For two subject systems, jEdit and Carol, this
tendency is even smaller than one. The repetition tendencies of additions and deletions are much higher than that of
modifications for each of the subject systems. Also, deletions exhibit the highest tendency of repetitions. The graph
shows the overall repetition tendencies of the three types of
changes. We see that while modifications have the lowest
overall tendency of repetition, the overall tendency of deletions is the highest.
Statistical Significance Test. We wanted to investigate whether the repetition tendencies of additions and
deletions are significantly higher compared to the repetition tendency of modifications. We perform Mann-WhitneyWilcoxon (MWW) tests [21] for this purpose. Using this
test we determine whether the five repetition tendencies of
additions from five subject systems are significantly different than the five repetition tendencies of modifications from
these systems. We should note that MWW test is a nonparametric test and it does not require the samples to be
normally distributed [33]. This test can be applied to both
large and small sample sizes [20]. We perform our test con-

Table 3: The number of authors involved in the commits

Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated Changes
Percentage of Programmer Insensitive Repeated Changes

Camellia
jEdit
Freecol
Carol
Jabref
CR 1 - 170 3791 - 4000 1000 - 1950 1 - 1700 1 - 1545
CA
1
3
17
25
18
CR = Commit Range.
CA = Count of Authors involved in the commits.

100
80
60
40

sidering a significance level of 5%. According to our test,
the repetition tendencies of additions are significantly different than the repetition tendencies of modifications with a
p-value of 0.0128 (for two-tailed test case) which is smaller
than 0.05, and with a large effect size [10] of 0.79. The effect size calculation procedure for MWW test is available
on-line [11]. From our test results we can say that the repetition tendency of additions is significantly higher than the
repetition tendency of modifications. From a similar test
we also find that the deletions have a significantly higher
repetition tendency than modifications.

20
0

jEdit

Freecol

Carol

Jabref

All Systems

Figure 6: Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated
Changes During Software Evolution.

Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated Additions
Percentage of Programmer Insensitive Repeated Additions
100

Answer to RQ 1. According to our experimental results and analysis, deletions can possibly be suggested more effectively compared to the other two types
of changes. The repetition tendency of additions is also
considerable for most of the subject systems. However,
the likeliness of the repetition of modifications is the lowest among the three change types. Our statistical significance tests show that modifications exhibit a significantly
smaller tendency of repetition compared to the repetition
tendencies of additions and deletions.
Our experimental results imply that while developing a
change suggestion tool or plug-in we should primarily focus
on repeated additions and deletions. The overall percentage
of repeated modifications is very low (around 1.3%). Such
a finding implies that we can possibly ignore modifications
while providing change suggestions. However, in order to
generalize this finding we need to investigate more subject
systems of different programming languages. We plan to do
this as a future work.

RQ 2: Are the repeated changes generally programmer sensitive?
If it is observed that most of the repeated changes are programmer sensitive (i.e., the same repeated changes are generally made by the same programmers), then we can use this
fact to build a change suggestion tool that can provide programmer sensitive change suggestions. Refining or ranking
of the change suggestions on the basis of the programmer
who is currently working on the code-base, can not only assist in faster execution of the change suggestion tool but
also can assist programmers select change suggestions from
a more precise list.
Methodology. For determining which programmer is responsible for which changes we retrieve and analyze the SVN
commit log by applying the SV N log command. The log for
a particular commit operation contains information about
which programmer made the changes in that commit. In
Table 3 we show the numbers of authors involved in the
commits in the commit-ranges (as recorded in Table 1) of
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Figure 7: Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated Additions During Software Evolution.

the subject systems. We see that only one author committed
during our investigated commit range (1 to 170 as mentioned
in Table 1) of Camellia. For this reason we exclude Camellia
from consideration for avoiding possible bias in determining
the programmer sensitiveness of repeated changes. We perform our investigation by applying our implemented change
suggestion mechanism in the following way.
Let us consider that we are now examining the changes
in a particular commit C. The programmer who performed
this commit operation is PC . We identify all the repeated
changes in this commit operation using our implemented
change suggestion mechanism. Suppose, crepeated is a particular repeated change. We determine the older commits
where crepeated occurred before. For each of these older commits we determine the corresponding programmer who performed the commit. We check whether the same programmer (i.e., PC ) who performed the commit operation C also
performed any of these older commits. If this is true, then
we mark the repeated change crepeated as a programmer sensitive repeated change. Otherwise, we mark crepeated as a
programmer insensitive repeated change. By examining the
repeated changes in a particular commit C we determine the
following measures.
(1) The number of all repeated changes.
(2) The number of programmer sensitive repeated changes.

Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated Deletions

Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated Modifications
Percentage of Programmer Insensitive Repeated Modifications
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Figure 8: Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated
Deletions During Software Evolution.
Considering all repeated changes in all the commit operations we determine the overall percentage of programmer
sensitive repeated changes using the following equation.
P

% of PSRC =

100 ×
P

f or all commits

f or all

0

All Systems

PSRC

commits RC

(2)

In the above equation, RC denotes the number of repeated
changes in a particular commit. PSRC is the number of programmer sensitive repeated changes in that particular commit. We also determine the overall percentage of programmer
insensitive repeated changes using Eq. 3.
% of PIRC = 100 − (% of PSRC )

(3)

We plot these two percentages in a stacked bar graph
shown in Fig. 6. From the graph we see that for each of
the subject systems the percentage of programmer sensitive
repeated changes is much higher than the percentage of programmer insensitive repeated changes. In case of our largest
system jEdit, all of the repeated changes were programmer
sensitive. The overall percentage (considering all systems)
of programmer sensitive repeated changes is around 71%.
We also wanted to investigate how the programmer sensitivity of the repeated changes differs across the three change
types (additions, deletions, and modifications). Considering
each type of change separately, we determine the percentages
of programmer sensitive as well as programmer insensitive
repeated changes and plot these percentages in a graph similar to the graph in Fig. 6. For three change types - addition,
deletion, and modification we show three such graphs in Fig.
7, 8, and 9 respectively.
The graphs in Fig. 7 and 9 imply that the repeated additions and modifications are mostly programmer sensitive.
The overall percentage of repeated additions as well as repeated modifications is around 80%. From Fig. 8 we also see
that the overall percentage of programmer sensitive repeated
deletions is higher than the overall percentage of programmer insensitive repeated deletions. We see that in case of
only one system, Carol, the repeated deletions are mostly
(54.71% of the repeated deletions) programmer insensitive.
Answer to RQ 2. According to our analysis and
discussion for this research question we can state that
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Figure 9: Percentage of Programmer Sensitive Repeated
Modifications During Software Evolution.

most of the repeated changes (i.e., around 71% of the
repeated changes) that occurred during the evolution of
a software system are programmer sensitive. In other
words, the same repeated changes are usually made by
the same programmers.
Our investigation on different change types implies
that the repeated changes of each of the change-types are
mostly programmer sensitive. More specifically, around
80% of the repeated additions as well as of the repeated
modifications are programmer sensitive.
Our findings from RQ 2 can help us rank the change suggestions for a particular code snippet considering the programmer who is going to change that snippet. We can assume higher priorities for those change suggestions that are
inferred from changes previously made by the working programmer. However, investigating such a ranking mechanism
is not our main concern in this exploratory study. We plan
to do this in the future.

5.

RELATED WORK

Recommending changes to the programmers by analyzing
the past evolution history of a software system is not new.
Nguyen et al. [32] studied the repetitiveness of changes to the
source code and found that small changes can be repeated at
a high rate (70% to 100%) during software evolution. Repetition of changes decreases exponentially with the increase of
change size. They implemented a change recommendation
system exploiting the repetition tendencies of changes. They
investigated the extent of change repetitions at different language constructs. However, in our study we investigate and
compare the recommendation efficiencies for three types of
changes: additions, deletions, and modifications. We also
investigate the programmer sensitivity of repeated changes
considering these three change types. Nguyen et al. [32] did
not perform such investigations. Our investigations are important for priotizing and filtering change recommendations.
Ray et al. [37] developed a change recommendation system which stores and recommends changes that affect at
least 50 tokens (7/8 lines). They did not perform a change
type based analysis of recommendation efficiencies. In our
study we investigate the recommendation efficiencies con-

sidering the three types of changes. We also investigate the
programmer sensitivity of repeated changes. Ray et al. [37]
did not perform this investigation.
In another study Nguyen et al. [31] investigated recurring
bug-fixes as well as recurring changes. They implemented a
system to identify code peers (i.e., code fragments that perform similar functionalities) and to automatically suggest
changes to a code fragment where the changes were experienced by a peer code fragment. They use AST differencing
algorithms for the purpose of change detection and recommendation. However, we use diff in our experiment. We also
perform a change-type based analysis of the recommendation
efficiencies and repetition tendencies of changes. Nguyen et
al. [31] did not perform such investigations.
Toomin et al. [44] performed a study on simultaneous editing of multiple clone fragments in the working code-base of
a software system. CloneTracker [9] also supports simultaneous editing of the clone fragments tracked by it. While
these studies mainly deal with propagating a change that
occurred in one clone fragment to a peer clone fragment,
they do not deal with inferring future changes to a particular code fragment. Our study, on the other hand, deals
with inferring change recommendations for any target code
snippet whether it is a clone or not in the current revision.
There are also some studies [12,15,37] on the repetitiveness
of code fragments in the software systems. A number of clone
detection tools [5, 7, 40] also exist for detecting code reuse.
In our study, we investigate the reuse of changes.
There are also a number of studies [1, 8, 17, 26–28, 47] that
recommend peer code artifacts for co-changing (i.e., changing together) while changing a particular artifact on the basis
of the past evolution history. However, our study is different. We do not recommend co-change artifacts. We deal
with suggesting future changes to any code snippet.
A number of studies [2, 4, 14, 16, 29, 30, 34, 36, 41, 46] have
also been done on code completion, particularly on method
call completion or method body completion. In code completion, the programmer first writes a portion of the code and
then, the completion engine provides suggestions to complete the rest of the code. Our study is different in the sense
that we do not deal with the completion of the incomplete
code. We deal with providing change recommendations for a
target code snippet just after the programmer has clicked it.
We perform a change-type based investigation on the recommendation efficiencies and repetition tendencies of changes.
In our empirical study, we address two important issues,
repetition tendencies of the three different types of changes
detected by UNIX diff and programmer sensitiveness of these
three types of repeated changes, with interesting outcomes.
Our investigation reveals the fact that repeated changes are
mostly programmer sensitive. Consideration of this fact can
help us develop a programmer sensitive change recommendation plug-in that can perform faster as well as provide a
better ranking of the recommended changes.

not to the comments. Thus, we disregard comments in our
experiment. In future we plan to investigate on suggesting
changes to the comments too.
We use the NiCad clone detector [6] in our experiment.
While clone detectors suffer from the confounding configuration choice problem [45], NiCad has been found to perform
fairly well [39,40]. Also, in a recent study [42] Svajlenko and
Roy show that NiCad is a very good choice for detecting
clones compared to other modern clone detectors.
The subject systems studied in this research are not enough
to make a concrete decision about recommendation efficiencies and programmer sensitiveness of changes. However, our
subject systems are of diverse variety in terms of application
domains, system size (LOC), and the number of revisions.
Thus, we believe that the outcome of our study cannot be
attributed to chance. Our findings are useful for improving
the existing change recommendation techniques to provide
more precise recommendations.

7.

8.
6.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

In our experiment we only consider the changes that occurred to the source code lines of the code fragments. We
disregard the changes that occurred to the comments. We
believe that comments are essential parts of a code-base.
Sometimes commenting takes a longer time than writing
code. However, in this research our primary aim was to deal
with providing change suggestions to the code fragments,

CONCLUSION

Providing change recommendations to programmers on
the basis of the past evolution history of a software system
has been investigated by a number of existing studies. In
our research we investigate two important issues regarding
change recommendations: (1) the comparative effectiveness
in recommending three types of changes - additions, deletions, and modifications, and (2) the programmer sensitivity of repeated changes considering those three change types.
These two investigations are important for filtering and prioritizing change recommendations. The existing studies did
not perform such investigations. From our in-depth investigation on thousands of commits of five diverse subject systems we can state that:
(1) Among the three change types (addition, deletion,
and modification), modifications have the lowest tendency
(1.3%) of being repeated. Possibly, a change recommendation tool should primarily focus on suggesting additions, and
deletions disregarding the modifications.
(2) The same changes are generally implemented by the
same programmers during software evolution. More specifically, around 71% of the repeated changes are programmer
sensitive. Thus, when suggesting changes to a particular
programmer we should prioritize those changes that were
previously done by that programmer. A programmer sensitive change suggestion tool can help minimize the cognitive
burden of the programmers in selecting the most suitable
suggestion.
We believe that our findings are important for prioritizing
as well as refining the change recommendations in order to
get more precise recommendations. In future we would like
to develop a change recommendation system considering our
findings in this research.
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